Summercamp 2020
Description:
You want to become a better dancer?
Then here is the right place for you.
Our summer camp in Discofox is now organized the 20th time and was the first camp ever in Discofox.
We offer a complete package for amateur dancers to ballroom dancers and dance teachers.
You will bring the fun on dancing with you and we will do all the rest!
We will provide the food and accommodation in the dance school AND of course the couches.
On Friday, three performance groups will be formed after a recommendation from the coaches to the dancers
in your dancing skills needs.
Then all pairs are set theoretically and mentally, to achieve optimal performance.
On Saturday, dance basics will be strengthened, encouraged and we will sensitized your sensors.
After that the groups will split up and the coaches teach the classes according to FIG performance materials,
expression, leadership and combinations. Thus, there is something for everyone.
Our coaches have been selected very carefully by us. They are characterized by technical, social and
educational skills and can incorporate the latest trends and modern in their teaching.
We look forward to you, please call us.
Your Summer Camp Team
PS: You do not need to belong to any dance school, club or association

Couches:
Nils Mederle and Sabine Rossi
Nils and Sabine are a successful Discofox pair from Italy and known throughout Europe.
They impress with their charm and technical details from the Latin.
They teach: techniques, poses and show.
By the way,both speak German

Thomas Schütze and Hilde Bink
Thomas and Hilde, internationally successful Discofox pair and coaches in Europe.
Rapidly winding and twisting and always one (dancing)joke at hand.
They teach: techniques, wrapping and gags.
But always care of the broadcasting and harmony of their students.

Mario Reisch
Mario and Julka absolutely convince by their teaching skills and enjoy teaching a lot.
They teach: running figures,body styles
and combinations

Sascha Oltmann and Anica Wenzel
Sascha and Anica are from the north of Germany.
This multiple northern German champions attach great importance to soft and flowing movements.
How do I run out of the body and how do I create more partner feel?
They teach: wrapping, float and character case combinations.Management tips, body isolation and coordination
techniques for beautiful, soft and cool dancing.

Daily Schedule:
Friday, 24.07.2020

Getting there
06.00 pm welcoming
06:30 pm Performance overview (division into three groups)
08:15 pm dinner
09:15 pm theory/ practice
Saturday, 25.07.2020

08:00 am breakfast
09:00 am warm up and technique
10:45 am break
11:00 am sensors and technique
12:30 pm lunch
01:30 pm training in 3 rooms
02:45 pm training in 3 rooms
04:00 pm break
04:30 pm training in 3 rooms
05:45 pm training in 3 rooms
07:00 pm stretching
07:15 pm dinner
09:00 pm Discofox Party
Sunday, 26.07.2020

09:00 am breakfast
09:45 am warm up
10:00 am training in 3 rooms
11:15 am break
11:30 am training in 3 rooms
12:45 pm lunch
01:30 pm final interview, departure
03:00 pm private lessons
04:30 pm THE END
We reserve the right to make changes.

Catering:
Participation Fee
Carefree Package: 3 days of training including
Food: fruits, 2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2 dinners, 1 cake.
Early bird fee: 198, - €
from the 26.05.2020 230, - €
Child care: 79, - € including lunch
Prices are per person
For group registration of 10 persons -10%
Price per person including 19% VAT. Participation is at your own risk. The registration is binding. We
expressly point out to our terms. If approved, we charge a cancellation penalty of 20%.
Our account:
Tanzschule No.10 Inh Thomas Schütze
IBAN DE15600100700360007705
BIC PBNKDEFF
Postbank Stuttgart
Subject: (Your Name) Sc

Accommodations:

Nearby the dance school are also this hotels located:

Hotel - Zimmerauskunft Friedrichshafen
In der Nähe der Tanzschule sind folgende Hotels:
•Hotel Comfort ca.500 m zu Fuß (Partner Hotel Tanzschule angeben)
•Hotel Knoblauch ca. 1 km
•Hotel Traube ca. 1,5 km
•Hotel Krone Schnetzenhausen ca. 4 km
•Hotel Waldhorn ca. 5 km

Dance School
We change our stockroom (behind the small room)into a collective sleeping room.
We also have a collective shower that can be used.
Please bring your own air mattress or similar.
Cost: 10, - € per person per night.

Terms and conditions:
Terms and Conditions Workshop, courses or similar business conditions
1.

Participation

Participation is at your own risk. Physical limitations and disability have
to be informed before the start of training to the trainer.
It must be worn clothes that exclude injuries.Anything with Jewelry
or similar items should not be worn (e.g, watches, necklaces, earrings)
The participant is obliged to participate only as far as it makes his performance level.
If it is recommended from a medical point of view of participation as active participation is prohibited.
Participants must be in good physical condition as well.

2.

Registration, withdrawal, single registration:
The application must be submitted before the workshop begins.There is a limited number of participants. You
can register as single or couple. Registration is by card, fax, e-mail, Internet or
personally possible, but it always must be written.
Registration is binding, illness, accident or otherwise not relieve you off the contract.
Cancellations will be accepted only if:
A replacement is provided, which is not registered yet. Here, the fee required which is due to the local
exchange time.
Or if the workshop is fully booked and could move up the participants on the waiting list
stand. A participant switch is completed only if a binding declaration and the Payment exists.
If approved cancellation a cancellation fee of 15% is to be paid. The payment is done after
Compensation of the replacement participant or after the event.
Group bookings are only valid if they are declared closed and a common Transfer takes place. Late entries can
not be added to the discount. In Single-registrations we can not guarantee a partner as we have no influence on
the dance of the assets allocated to Partners. A withdrawal or reduction from this claim is not be derived.
We strive to bring about a balance.

3.

Payment:
The transaction is to be made in advance by bank transfer, check or cash.
To receive the Early Bird discount it must be credited before the date on our account.
A belated receipt of money can lead to reduction or loss of participants.

4.

Own food:
To bring food into the training rooms is prohibited.

5.

Video recordings:
There are no video recordings of lessons and recordings of remarks of the trainer permitted.
One such attempt will lead to disqualification from the event without a Compensation.
Unlawful shooting lead to compensation claims and prosecuted.

6.

Advertising:
Foreign marketing may be submitted to the organizers by appointment only.
Redundant advertising materials must be removed after the event.

7.

Competition ban on teaching :
The teaching methodology or the design of the module are not content of the workshops and
as such should not be taught.This is the intellectual property of the coach.

8.

Violations and house rules:
Violations of the General Conditions, and against the house rules and good manners is to the exclusion of
the event sanctioned without the drawback here is done by a law or compensation.

9.

Severability clause:
If one or more provisions of this Agreement be or become legally invalid, the validity of the remaining
provisions shall not be affected. In place of the ineffective provisions retroactively replaced with a regime as
possible the same, the purpose of the intended regulation comes closest.

As of 09/30/2019

